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bstract

It is plain that an individual’s being conscious and an individual’s being conscious of various things are both crucial for successful functioning.
ut it is far less clear how, if at all, it is also useful for a person’s psychological states to occur consciously, as against those states occurring but
ithout being conscious. Restricting attention to cognitive and desiderative states, a number of suggestions are current about how the consciousness
f those states may be useful. It has been held that such consciousness enhances processes of rational thought and planning, intentional action,
xecutive function, and the correction of complex reasoning. I examine these and related proposals in the light of various empirical findings and
heoretical considerations and conclude that the consciousness of cognitive and desiderative states is unlikely to be useful in these or related
ays. This undermines a reliance on evolutionary selection pressures in explaining why such states so often occur consciously in humans. I

ropose an alternative explanation, on which cognitive and desiderative states come to be conscious as a result of other highly useful psychological
evelopments, some involving language. But on this explanation the consciousness of these states itself adds no significant function to that of those
ther developments.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. The Issue about Function

It is widely held that we understand something only when
e can explain it, and explaining a natural phenomenon typ-

cally if not always means locating it in its distinctive causal
exus. When those phenomena are biological, moreover, locat-
ng a phenomenon often means specifying what function it has
or the relevant organism. And that is usually a matter of isolating
omething about the phenomenon that tends to benefit organisms
f that type or confer on them some adaptive or reproductive
dvantage.

This is especially so with mental phenomena and their associ-
ted brain processes. We expect that a satisfactory explanation of
erceiving, thinking, and other mental occurrences will involve
oming to know how those processes and the brain events that
ubserve them function to benefit the organism.
These functions are often obvious. Perceiving enables organ-
sms to interact successfully with its environment, and thinking
nables it to figure out what to do and what to avoid in
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ovel or complex circumstances. And the various emotions help
rganisms react appropriately to characteristic beneficial and
angerous situations. More specific functions for perceiving,
hinking, and the emotions are easy to come by, often simply
y reflecting on our folk-psychological understanding of the
elevant psychological states.

Psychological states such as thinking, perceiving, and feel-
ng often occur consciously, but by no means always. Masked
riming (Marcel, 1983a, 1983b) reveals the occurrence in nor-
als of subliminal perception, as does blindsight in individuals
ith lesions in primary visual cortex (Cowey & Stoerig, 1995;
eiskrantz, 1986, 1997). And it is widely acknowledged that

houghts, desires, and emotions all sometimes occur without
eing conscious.

Because all these states occur in both conscious and non-
onscious forms, an additional question about function arises:

hat, if any, function do conscious versions of these states
ave that nonconscious versions lack? It is plain that we will
ot fully understand perceiving, desiring, and thinking without

nowing what functions they serve. So it may also seem obvious
hat we also cannot fully understand the consciousness of these
tates without understanding the function of such conscious-
ess. Understanding consciousness, it seems, requires knowing

mailto:davidrosenthal@nyu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2007.11.012
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ow the consciousness of psychological states contributes to the
ell-being or procreation of the organism. As Humphrey (2002,
. 70) puts it, “when a modern Darwinian biologist asks [what
ifference consciousness makes, the] Darwinian’s answer has to
e that it has evolved because and only because it is serving some
ind of useful biological function.” Humphrey sees the appeal
o function as so compelling that he sees no alternative but a flat
enial that consciousness can be explained and understood at
ll.

It is important to distinguish the function that thinking, per-
eiving, and desiring have independently of whether they are
onscious from the function, if any, that is added when these
tates occur consciously. In what follows, I often refer to this
dded function as the function of consciousness tout court. The
resent discussion focuses on that specific function.

The function of consciousness just described concerns the
onsciousness of psychological states. But there is something
lse that is often referred to as the function of consciousness.
ot only do we distinguish between psychological states’ being

onscious or not; we also distinguish the conscious from the
nconscious condition of individual organisms, themselves. A
reature is conscious if it is awake and responsive to sensory
nput, as against being asleep, anesthetized, or otherwise uncon-
cious. There is no doubt that an organism’s being conscious
as many important functions; its being conscious enables it to
nteract with its environment in ways that greatly enhance its
ell-being and survival.
But even when an organism is fully conscious, many of its

sychological states may fail to be conscious states. Fully con-
cious humans often have many thoughts and desires that are not
onscious states, and sometimes have subliminal perceptions,
hich are also not conscious. Doubtless the same holds for other
rganisms as well. So we cannot infer from the function of an
rganism’s being conscious to a function of the consciousness
f its psychological states.

The difference between these two functions is sometimes
verlooked (e.g., Merker, 2005; Morsella, 2005; Rossano, 2003),
erhaps because it is assumed that the psychological states of
n awake organism are invariably conscious, or at least psycho-
ogical states of a particular type. But since that is not the case,
t is crucial to distinguish these two questions about function.

There is a second issue that is sometimes confused with that
bout the function that accrues specifically to psychological
tates’ being conscious. Thinking, perceiving, and the emo-
ions all have significant functions independently of whether
hey are conscious. But some have assumed that psycholog-
cal states never occur without being conscious (e.g., Nagel,
974), or at least that qualitative psychological states never do
Block, 1995, 2001). If one assumes that, one will not distin-
uish between the function these states have independently of
eing conscious and the function that is added by their being con-
cious. One would see the function of consciousness as simply
he function that conscious states have, ignoring the question of

hat function might be added specifically by those states’ being

onscious.
But not all psychological states are conscious, and there is lit-

le reason to think that only conscious psychological states tend
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o benefit the organism in some significant way. So we must
istinguish the function that is due specifically to a psychologi-
al state’s being conscious from the function that that state has
ndependently of its being conscious.

Even for states that are conscious, we must distinguish the
unction that is specifically due to its being conscious from the
unction that results from others of its psychological properties.
ndeed, this distinction would be crucial even if all psychological
tates were conscious. Psychological states have many proper-
ies that contribute to their causal powers, and so may result in the
tates’ having some distinctive function. Being conscious may be
ne such property, but it is by no means the only one. Psycholog-
cal states also differ in respect of representational content and
ther psychological properties. So even for conscious states, we
ust distinguish that aspect of their function due specifically to

heir being conscious from those aspects which are due to other
sychological features of the states.

This distinction also bears on the so-called neural correlate
f consciousness. Theorists sometimes identify the neural corre-
ates of particular psychological states with the neural correlates
f those states themselves, on the assumption that the states can-
ot occur without being conscious; an example is Block (2005,
007), in discussing qualitative psychological states, which he
alls phenomenal consciousness (cf. Rosenthal, 2002a). But
t may be that the neutral events that subserve the qualitative
haracter of such states are distinct from the neural events that
ubserve those states’ being conscious. Indeed, there is evidence
n some cases at least that those neural states are distinct; so they
e in all case (for a useful discussion, see Lau, in press).

In what follows I restrict attention to the function, if any,
hat is due specifically to psychological states’ being con-
cious. I also restrict attention to the consciousness of thinking,
lanning, intending, and related psychological states, often
alled intentional states. So I do not consider here the func-
ion that may result from the consciousness of perceiving or
ensing.

It is worth noting that the benefits that being conscious is
sually thought to add to qualitative states are different from the
enefits that being conscious is typically thought to add to inten-
ional states, such as thinking and desiring. Thus, Gray (2004,
hs. 7–8) has argued that the consciousness of perceiving enables
ate error detection; if so, that function would be distinctive to
erceiving, as against cognitive or desiderative intentional states.
ut late error detection may be possible even when perceiv-

ng is not conscious. There is evidence that change detection
ccurs even when the relevant perceptual states are not con-
cious (Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000, 2003; Laloyaux,
estrebecqz, & Cleeremans, 2003; Silverman & Mack, 2006);

o late error detection may as well.
Weiskrantz (1997, ch. 7) has argued that it is beneficial for

erceiving to occur consciously because thinking flexibly about
erceptual content occurs only when the perceiving is conscious.
eiskrantz appeals mainly to the failure of flexible thinking to
ecruit the nonconscious perceptual contents that occur in such
linical disorders as prosopagnosia, blindsight, and amnesia. But
ecause this important proposal concerns the possible function
f perceiving’s being conscious, I cannot do justice to it here.
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In what follows I argue that the consciousness of inten-
ional states has no significant function. I consider a number of
he significant functions that researchers have suggested result
pecifically from the consciousness of thinking, desiring, and
ntending, and argue that none of these suggestions is defensible.
ut it is possible, I urge, to explain the widespread occurrence
f psychological states independent of any appeal to some sig-
ificant function of psychological states’ being conscious. In a
nal section, I offer such an explanation.

Lack of function does not imply that the consciousness of
hese states has no causal impact on other psychological pro-
esses, but that causal impact is too small, varied, or neutral
n respect of benefit to the organism to sustain any signifi-
ant function. So my conclusion about function for does not
mply epiphenomenalism. Consciousness would be epiphenom-
nal only if it had no causal impact at all on psychological
unctioning (Huxley, 1896; cf. James, 1890, p. 129, who adapted
he medical term ‘epiphenomenalism’ for this use), not if that
mpact is simply too varied and insignificant to yield stable ben-
ficial effects. (I am grateful to Mortimer Mishkin, personal
orrespondence, for pressing this issue.)

. Consciousness and rationality

It is frequently suggested that when psychological states such
s thinking and desiring are conscious, they have some special tie
o rationality, or to intentional action or executive function. On
his suggestion, the conscious occurrence of the states enables
ationality in inference and making plans or control of action
hat is not possible when those states fail to be conscious, or at
east that those states’ being conscious enhances such rationality
r control. And this, it is often thought, might help explain what
ifference an intentional state’s being conscious makes in the
sychological functioning of humans and other animals, and so
elp isolate a function that is due specifically to such states’
eing conscious.

I consider in this section whether consciousness does facil-
tate rationality, raising doubts about such facilitation. In the
ubsequent two sections I do the same for the possible facilita-
ion by consciousness of intentional action and executive control,
espectively. I conclude that there is little significant function that
esults specifically from the consciousness of intentional states.

Because the consciousness of thinking and perceiving is sub-
ectively central in our lives, it is intuitively inviting to assume
hat their being conscious has some significant function. But
hat commonsense assumption is usually not specifically about
he function that results specifically from those states’ occur-
ing consciously, but rather the overall function of the states
ogether with their being conscious. So it does not isolate
ome function due specifically to the consciousness of those
tates, as against their representational and other psychological
roperties.

Still, some discussions that respect that distinction do seek to

solate a specific function for consciousness. Thus, Armstrong
1968) has argued that problem solving requires consciously
onsidering several responses to the problem and consciously
hoosing which of them best suits one’s goals. He concludes
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hat “any animal that solves problems mentally must” be aware
f the relevant mental states (1968, p. 163).

Shoemaker (1996) advances a more elaborate argument to
imilar effect. Actions are caused by beliefs and desires, and
eliefs and desires have representational content. An action is
ational, Shoemaker urges, if the beliefs and desires that cause
he action jointly represent that action as rational. By parity
f reasoning, those beliefs and desires are themselves ratio-
al only if there are second-order beliefs and desires about the
rst-order beliefs and desires. And Shoemaker argues that these
econd-order beliefs not only must figure in causing the first-
rder beliefs and desires, but also must represent those first-order
tates as being rational. One will have second-order desires that
ne’s planning and inferences be rational, consistent, and other-
ise optimal, and those second-order desires will interact with

econd-order beliefs in determining which first-order beliefs and
esires to have.

One feature of rational thinking is the adjusting of plans and
nferences to make them more rational. Shoemaker sees an espe-
ially pressing need for second-order beliefs and desires in that
ontext. The “one thing [that first-order beliefs and desires]
o not rationalize is changes in themselves” (1996, p. 33); so
econd-order beliefs and desires are needed to do that. Shoe-
aker does not himself claim that these second-order beliefs

esult in the consciousness of the first-order states they are about.
ut he does hold that the second-order beliefs give one knowl-
dge of one’s first-order states, and the beliefs and desires one
nows one has are normally conscious. So the process of ratio-
alizing one’s thoughts and desires results in those thoughts and
esires’ being conscious.

A tie between consciousness and rationality also underlies
lock’s (1995) influential notion of access consciousness, which

s a type of consciousness that specifically figures in reasoning
nd rationality. A state is access conscious, Block maintains, if
ts content is “poised for use as a premise in reasoning, . . . [and]
or [the] rational control of action and . . . speech” (1995, p. 231;
f. Block, 2001).

The idea that consciousness has some essential tie to ratio-
ality also inspires the well-known global-workspace theories of
onsciousness (Baars, 1988, 1997; Dehaene & Naccache, 2001;
ononi, 2004; Van Gulick, 2004). On that view, a state is con-
cious just in case it has global ties to many other cognitive
tates, ties that enhance the rationality of many psychological
rocesses.

But there is reason to doubt that any such essential connec-
ion actually holds between the consciousness and rationality of
hinking. Rational thinking is not always conscious, and behav-
or is often rational even when the mental processes that lead
o it are not conscious. We sometimes rationally solve problems
nd work out plans even when we are not thinking consciously
bout those problems or plans. Intuitively it seems that rational
olutions “just come to us”; that is our introspective impression.
he best explanation is that these solutions actually come to us

s a result of thinking that is not conscious.

One might think, as Shoemaker urges, that when we cor-
ect or adjust reasoning, at least the thoughts and desires that
gure in that reasoning would have to be conscious. But such
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djusting often takes place without any conscious monitoring,
nd indeed even when the thoughts that lead us the adjustment
re not themselves conscious. Indeed, it is relatively rare that
e adjust our reasoning by consciously rehearsing the steps,

nd when we do, that process is typically awkward, slow, and
ometime inefficient.

There is some experimental confirmation of these com-
onsense observations in recent findings of Dijksterhuis, Bos,
ordgren, & van Baaren (2006; cf. Bargh, 2002; Dijksterhuis,
004) that deliberating is often more successful when it is
ot conscious. Dijksterhuis et al. tested rationality in con-
umer choices, both in the laboratory setting and outside it.
heir striking finding was that, whereas conscious deliber-
tion yields more satisfactory choices with simple choices,
omplex decisions are more rational when the thinking that
ed to them was not conscious. These findings fit well with
he observation that problem solving and decision making are
ften most rational when they are due to thinking that is not
onscious, and that conscious monitoring of those thought pro-
esses frequently results in their being relatively awkward and
nefficient.

The classic results of Nisbett and Wilson (1977; see also
ilson, Dunn, Kraft, & Lisle, 1989; Wilson, Hodges, & LaFleur,

995; Wilson & Schooler, 1991) and related findings provide
dditional, albeit indirect reason for a dissociation between the
ationality of thinking and its being conscious. Nisbett and

ilson’s study focused not only on cases in which subjects con-
abulate the causes of their being in particular cognitive states,
ut also on cases in which they confabulate stories about what
tates they are actually in. Our consciousness of the thinking that
uides our preferences is often confabulatory, resulting from
desire to have the things we do make sense from our own

erspective or from that of others. Since the thoughts we are
onscious of ourselves as having in these cases differ from those
e actually have, consciousness is independent of the rational

hinking that guides choices.
The foregoing rehearse various commonsense and experi-

ental reasons to doubt that the consciousness of thoughts and
esires enhances their rationality. But there are also theoretical
easons to expect that consciousness is independent of rational-
ty. The rationality of thoughts and desires is a matter of their
ntentional content. Rational thoughts and desires have inten-
ional content that reflects rational connections among those
tates, and with behavior and the environment as the organism
erceives it. These connections are both necessary and sufficient
or the relevant thoughts and desires states to be rational. They
re what rationality consists in.

Thoughts and desires occur without being conscious. And
ince intentional content is a necessary feature of thoughts and
esires, these states exhibit intentional content independently
f being conscious. Thoughts and desires also interact causally,
oth with one another and with stimuli and behavior, in ways
hat reflect their intentional content. A thought about a favorite

ood may cause a desire to eat some, and thoughts about where
o get it. Intentional content inevitably tracks the causal connec-
ions that thoughts and desires have with one another and with
ehavior and perception. Such tracking is required for thoughts
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nd desires to function as they do, independently of whether
hey are conscious.

Indeed, on many theories of intentional content, a state’s con-
ent actually consists at least partly in the propensity those states
ave to cause and to be caused by other psychological states,
ehavior, and perceptual input (e.g., Block, 1987; Field, 1977;
arman, 1987, 1982; Peacocke, 1992). On that view, a state has

ts particular content only if it has suitable causal connections,
ctual and potential, with other relevant thoughts, perceptions,
nd desires. Thus, a thought might have the content that it is
aining, for example, in virtue of its causal connections with
ossible perceptions of rain and possible desires not to get wet.

Even apart from such theories, however, thoughts and desires
an play their role in the psychological economy of creatures
nly if the causal interactions among them reflect connections
mong their intentional contents. And since rationality is a
atter of connections among intentional contents, causal con-

ections among thoughts and desires must to some extent reflect
ational connections among their intentional contents. The tie
etween causal connections and intentional content by itself
nsures that thoughts and desires will be largely rational. And
ince thoughts and desires have intentional content indepen-
ently of being conscious, rational connections among them will
end to occur independently of whether they are conscious.

Because rationality is a function of intentional content, not of
onsciousness, even when thinking is rational, we have no reason
o think that its being conscious contributes much, if anything,
o its being rational. So even when thoughts and desires are
onscious, the rational ties among them are due mainly or even
ntirely to the propensities those states have to cause and be
aused by other thought and desires, not to their being conscious.

This conclusion may seem to offend against pretheoretic
ntuition. It seems subjectively that we sometimes control our
hinking and planning by taking note of what thoughts and
esires we have and figuring out on that basis what to think
ext. As Armstrong (1968, p. 163) puts it, “if our mind is to
ork purposively . . . we must have awareness of our minds.”
nly by being aware of one’s “current mental state . . . can we

djust mental behaviour to mental circumstance”; “[o]nly if we
o become so aware we will we know what to do [i.e., what to
hink] next” (p. 327).

The question of how consciousness does figures in the adjust-
ng and fine tuning of sequences of thoughts will come up again
n Section 4. For now it is enough to note that Armstrong’s
laims and the commonsense ideas that underlie them appear to
ely on an analogy between the way we think about the objects
e perceive and the way we operate psychologically on our

houghts and desires. This echoes Armstrong’s (1968, pp. 95–99,
23–348) view that the process whereby we are conscious of our
sychological states is itself quasi-perceptual.

But the analogy is at best misleading. We seldom if ever
perate psychologically on our own thoughts and desires as we
hink about the objects of our perceptions. The sequences of

houghts and desires that occur in planning and problem solving
ely mainly, if not entirely, on the tendency of each thought and
esire to cause others in ways that reflect rational connections.
hen thinking and planning are conscious, we note consciously
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he rational ties that constituent thoughts and desires have with
ne another. But we have no independent reason to think that
he consciousness of those thoughts and desires figures in the
irection our thinking and planning takes.

. Consciousness and intentional action

Just as it is intuitively appealing to see a connection between
onsciousness and rationality, so it is inviting to hold that con-
ciousness is essential to intentional action. This view gets
upport from introspection. We are introspectively aware of
ur thoughts as being rational only when those thoughts are
onscious, and introspectively aware of our actions as being
ntentional only when the relevant volitions and desires are con-
cious.

But introspection itself cannot tell us whether these connec-
ions actually hold. Introspection has no access to thinking that
ails to be conscious; so it cannot reveal whether rational thinking
r volitions occur without being conscious. And the considera-
ions raised in the foregoing section also apply to the question
f whether actions are intentional only if the relevant volitions
re conscious.

An action is intentional if it is initiated by a volition to perform
hat action. And volitions tend to cause the particular actions
hey do in virtue of the intentional content of those volitions.
ince volitions, like cognitive states, can occur without being
onscious, a volition having intentional content is independent
f its being conscious. So an action will be intentional even when
he volition that causes it fails to be conscious. Though we are
ware of our own actions as being intentional only when the
elevant volitions are conscious, volitions need not be conscious
or the actions to be intentional.

These considerations apply equally to an action’s being delib-
rate or voluntary. An action is deliberate if its occurrence results
rom the agent’s prior deliberation, and voluntary if it results
rom or at least conforms to the agent’s prior desires. And as
ijksterhuis (2004; cf. Bargh, 2002; Dijksterhuis et al., 2006)

hows, the relevant deliberations need not be conscious; Nisbett
nd Wilson (1977; cf. Wilson et al., 1989, 1995) show the same
or antecedent desires.

Jacoby’s (1991; Debner & Jacoby 1994; Jacoby, Toth, &
onelinas 1993; Jacoby, Toth, Yonelinas, & Debner 1994) use
f an exclusion task is sometimes held to support a connection
etween consciousness and intentional action. Subjects are pre-
ented with a word, say, ‘reason’, then presented with a word
tem, say ‘rea–’ and asked to complete that stem with any word
ther than that which was presented. When the word is pre-
ented in a way that allows subjects to see it consciously, subjects
ainly succeed in following the instruction. But when the word

s presented subliminally, using masking, divided attention, or
rief presentation, subjects report seeing no word, but tend then
o complete the stem with the word that was presented.

Because subjects intentionally exclude a word only when they

onsciously see it, it may be tempting to infer a tie between inten-
ional action and consciousness. But these results do not show
hat intentional action must result from conscious volitions, or
ven that it is facilitated by the volitions’ being conscious. Sub-

a
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ects are instructed not to complete the stem with a word they
ust saw. When that word is subliminally presented, subjects do
ot see the word consciously. Since they are not conscious of
aving seen the word, they consciously think that they did not
ee it. So completing the stem with that word, which the sublim-
nal presentation primes them to do, does not consciously seem
o them to be in violation of the instructions. What matters is
ow subjects consciously process the instructions, not whether
he relevant volitions are conscious.

Acting intentionally does require perceptual awareness of
nvironmental objects. That perception can be subliminal, and
o can occur without conscious awareness, as in blindsight and
asked priming. Exclusion-task subjects do not, however, make

se of their subliminal perception to complete the stem with
ome word other than the subliminally seen target. But that does
ot show that intentional action requires that perception of rel-
vant environmental conditions be conscious. Since subjects’
olitions derive solely from consciously processed instructions
o exclude a seen word, we should expect that only consciously
een words will figure in the execution of that intention.

Intentional actions can result from volitions that are not
onscious. But even when the volitions are conscious, their
eing conscious itself arguably plays no role in initiating those
ctions. There is evidence for this in the findings of Libet (1985;
ibet, Gleason, Wright, & Pearl 1983), replicated and refined
y Haggard (1999; Haggard & Eimer, 1999; Haggard, Newman,

Magno, 1999). These results show that, when subjects con-
ciously decide to perform a simple action, the neural event
readiness potential) that initiates the action occurs significantly
rior to the conscious volition. (Haggard & Eimer, 1999 identify
he readiness potential in a slightly different way.) The con-
cious volition that seems relevant to an action does not figure
n initiating the action.

The best interpretation of these results requires distinguish-
ng between a volition’s occurring and its being conscious
Rosenthal, 2002b). Subjects report when their volition occurs,
nd they can that only when the volition is conscious. We can
onclude that the volition becomes conscious only after it ini-
ially occurs.

Once we see that a volition can occur without being con-
cious and only subsequently come to be conscious, we can
dentify the readiness potential isolated by Libet or Haggard
ith the volition, independent of its being conscious. The voli-

ion does initiate the action, but prior to its becoming conscious.
he best interpretation of the Libet–Haggard results involve a lag
etween the initial occurrence of the volition and its becoming
onscious.

It is natural to speculate that such a lag holds also for the
ognitive states that constitute thought processes generally, that
ach thought and other cognitive state initially occurs without
eing conscious, has its causal impact, and only after that comes
o be conscious. Each individual thought in a chain of rational
nference would cause a subsequent thought in that chain prior to,

nd hence independently of, that thought’s becoming conscious.
his may be more difficult to test, however, since the neural

ocation of the events makes them less susceptible to precise
iming.
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Libet (1985; Libet et al., 1983) finds that, although neural
nitiation of actions we consciously decide on occurs prior to our
olitions’ being conscious, subjects still retain some conscious
bility to call the action off, or “veto” it. Conscious decisions
o call off the action can occur after the nonconscious neural
nitiation and thereby prevent that nonconscious initiation from
eading to action. Libet urges that this ability to veto mitigates
he intuitive conflict of nonconscious neural initiation with our
ommonsense idea that voluntary actions result from conscious
olitions.

That conflict results from the initiating neural event’s occur-
ing prior to any volition’s being conscious. So the ability to
eto will soften the conflict only if the conscious decision to
eto is not itself preceded by some nonconscious neural event
hat results in calling off the action. Libet offers no evidence
hat there is no such earlier neural event. The Libet–Haggard
ndings suggest identifying neural events that initiate actions
ith nonconscious volitions that subsequently become con-

cious. By the same token, a neural event (cf. Brass & Haggard,
007) may operate to veto before becoming conscious, and only
ecome conscious thereafter. The psychological states that ini-
iate actions or allow us to call them off would both occur and
ave their causal impact prior to becoming conscious. Absent
ome reason to think that such an antecedent nonconscious neu-
al vetoing event does not occur, the ability to veto cannot help
ispel the intuitive conflict with common sense.

The foregoing arguments do not preclude there being some
istinctive types of behavior that occur in humans or other crea-
ures only when the relevant volitions or desires are conscious.
lmost certainly there are. But that by itself does not show that

he consciousness of those motivational states plays any role
n making those behaviors possible. The behaviors and the con-
ciousness of the relevant motivational states may well be jointly
aused; the very factors that result in those behaviors may also
ause the volitions and desires to be conscious.

Indeed, the Libet–Haggard findings suggest that this may well
e so. The actions relevant there, for example, moving a finger,
ften occur without any conscious volition. And since the voli-
ions in the Libet–Haggard experiments come to be conscious
nly after they cause the relevant behavior, that may well also
appen with behaviors that tend not to occur in the absence of
onscious volitions.

The Libet–Haggard results shed light on other propos-
ls about the possible function of volitions’ being conscious.
egner (2003; cf. Wegner, 2002) has urged that the occurrence

f a conscious volition provides information, albeit fallible, that
articular pieces of behavior are due to one’s own agency. He
oncludes that conscious volition has the function of providing
hat information. Wegner assumes that the conscious volition
oes not itself cause the corresponding action, but that a third
vent causes both the conscious volition and the associated
ction. So he sees the consciousness of volitions as the mind’s
rick in informing us about our authorship of behavior.
But Wegner does not consider the possibility that each voli-
ion first occurs without being conscious, and that in that initial,
onconscious condition it causes both the corresponding action
nd the subsequent consciousness of the volition itself. The
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ibet–Haggard findings suggest that alternative picture, since
hey show that actions are caused by brain events that we can
dentify with nonconscious volitions, and that conscious voli-
ions occur only subsequently.

There is in any case reason to doubt Wegner’s view that the
unction of volitions’ being conscious is to provide information
bout the authorship of particular pieces of behavior, since non-
onscious volitions would also provide that information. The
nformation would not then be conscious, but it would still play
role in our psychological lives, even if not consciously. Weg-
er’s hypothesis about the function of volitions’ being conscious
ust pushes the question one step back, to the question why it
s useful for information about the authorship of one’s actions
tself to be conscious.

Humphrey (2002) has argued that the consciousness of psy-
hological states enables us to rationalize our behavior, and by
xtension to rationalize the behavior of others. We understand
ehavior as rational, he argues, by appeal to rationalizing beliefs
nd desires, and one can invoke those rationalizing beliefs and
esires in one’s own case only if they are conscious states (cf.
arruthers, 2000, ch. 8, esp. p. 225; Humphrey, 1980).

But it is arguable that Humphrey has the order of things
eversed. The process of rationalizing one’s own actions doubt-
ess leads to one’s making reference in thought to the beliefs and
esires that cause those actions. So rationalizing one’s actions
eads to one’s having thoughts about the relevant beliefs and
esires in virtue of which they come to be conscious. It is the
ationalizing that leads to one’s being conscious of oneself as
aving those beliefs and desires, not the consciousness of those
tates that makes that rationalizing possible.

. Consciousness, higher order theories, and executive
unction

The Libet–Haggard findings provide evidence that psycho-
ogical states initially occur without being conscious and become
onscious, if at all, only later. This in turn lends support to
n increasingly prevalent type of theory about what it is for
psychological state to be conscious.

On these theories, known as higher order theories, a psycho-
ogical state’s being conscious consists in one’s being conscious
f that state in some suitable way. I will call this basic idea,
hich is shared by all higher order theories of consciousness,

he Transitivity Principle (TP) (Rosenthal, 1997), since it seeks
o explain what it is for a state to be conscious by appeal to
ne’s being conscious of that state. TP is compelling, since a
tate of which one is in no way aware does not intuitively count
s conscious.

Though higher order theories of consciousness all endorse
P, TP does not itself specify the way one must be aware of
state for that state to be conscious. The various higher order

heories differ mainly in advancing different views about how
P is implemented.
I have argued (most recently in Rosenthal, 2005) that TP
s implemented by having thoughts about one’s psychological
tates that are roughly concurrent with, but distinct from, those
tates. A psychological state is conscious, on this theory, if one
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as a thought, distinct from the state itself, to the effect that one
s in that state. Because these thoughts are about other psycho-
ogical states, it is convenient to call them higher order thoughts
HOTs). These thoughts are higher order only in respect of hav-
ng intentional content that is about other psychological states.
hey are not higher order, as Weiskrantz (1997, p. 72) notes,

n being somehow more abstract in content than lower order
houghts. Nor, as Weiskrantz (1997, pp. 72–73) notes, is there
eason to expect that disorders that affect consciousness will all
e due to a single type of breakdown in the hierarchy of thoughts.

We are seldom conscious of having any such HOTs. But that
s to be expected. A HOT will itself be conscious only if one also
as a third-order thought that one has the second-order thought in
uestion. We can assume that such third-order thoughts are rare,
nd so HOTs are seldom conscious. The reason to invoke HOTs
s not that introspection reveals them, which it rarely does; HOTs
re states posited to help explain the data of consciousness. There
s, however, some evidence that states are conscious when, but
nly when, a distinct neural state occurs in mid-dorsolateral pre-
rontal cortex (area 46) (Lau & Passingham, 2006), and it is
easonable to explore identifying these neural occurrences with
he posited HOTs.

It may sometime happen that one consciously infers that one
s in a particular psychological state. One might infer from con-
ciously noting something about one’s own behavior, from what
thers tell one, or from good theoretical evidence that one is in
he state. States that one infers consciously or from conscious
bservation of oneself are not, however, conscious states. A state
s conscious only if one would be aware of it independently of
onscious inference or self-observation. So the HOTs in virtue
f which one psychological states are conscious, cannot rely on
onscious inference or observation. This captures the common-
ense idea that we are aware of conscious states in a way that is
ntuitively unmediated.

The HOT theory fits well with the Libet–Haggard results.
ince the HOT in virtue of which a psychological state is con-
cious is distinct from that state, we can expect that each volition
ould initially occur without being conscious and there would
e a slight lag before a HOT occurs and it becomes conscious.
he theory also its with the foregoing explanation of the Jacoby
xclusion results. Subjects exclude only words they see con-
ciously because their conscious intention to follow instructions
nteracts mainly with HOTs that they have seen those words.

TP specifies that a psychological state’s being conscious con-
ists in one’s being in some suitable way conscious of that state. It
herefore predicts the widely acknowledged tie between a state’s
eing conscious and its being reportable, on which much experi-
ental work relies. Reporting a state is simply asserting in some
ay that one is in that state; so one can report something if, but
nly if, one is aware of it. Given that a state’s being conscious
onsists in one’s being in some way conscious of it, a state’s
eing conscious coincides with its being reportable.

This conclusion fits with Weiskrantz’s (1997, p. 76; cf. p.

67) observation that “it is the very . . . ability to make a com-
entary of any particular event that gives rise to awareness”

cf. Weiskrantz, 1995, 1998, 2001). Making a commentary
n an event is reporting its presence; Weiskrantz’s commen-
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ary methodology reflects the principle that consciousness and
eportability coincide, at least absent independently established
locks to reporting.

Since TP underwrites the reportability test for a state’s being
onscious as well as Weiskrantz’s related commentary method-
logy, their success provides support for TP. But they also
uggest that TP is implemented by HOTs. Reports are asser-
ions, and like other assertions, each report expresses a thought
hose intentional content matches the meaning of the report; a

eport that it is raining, for example, expresses one’s thought that
t is raining. So a report or commentary that one is in a particular
sychological state expresses one’s thought that one is in that
tate.

Reports of one own psychological states, moreover, typically
ccur independently of conscious inference or self-observation.
o the thoughts those reports express are the very HOTs that the

heory posits. Both the reportability test and Weiskrantz’s com-
entary methodology support the theory that a state is conscious

n virtue of one’s having a HOT about that state. (cf. Weiskrantz,
997, pp. 71–75, 167 and Weiskrantz, 2001, p. 174.)

The HOT theory also fits well with Weiskrantz’s (1997, ch.
) observation that flexible thinking does not recruit the non-
onscious perceptual contents that occur in disorders such as
lindsight, prosopagnosia, and amnesia. When flexible think-
ng does enlist perceptual contents, it very likely brings along
OTs about those contents, resulting in the perceptions’ being

onscious. So if their being conscious is blocked, flexible think-
ng about them is likely to be as well. Benefit in the normal case,
owever, may then be due just to the flexible thinking, and not
o the perceptions’ being conscious.

The theory that each state’s being conscious is due to the
ccurrence of a higher order state, goes, however, suggest a pos-
ible function for psychological states’ being conscious. Higher
rder states and processing are sometimes invoked in connection
ith executive function (e.g., Shallice, 1988), which involves

he adjusting and fine tuning of behavior and hence the adjust-
ng of the relevant intentions and desires. So perhaps a benefit of
uch states’ being conscious is that their being conscious enables
xecutive function.

Since executive function operates on first-order intentions
nd desires, it is natural to speculate that it proceeds by way of
tates whose higher order content is directed on those first-order
olitions. Still, it is doubtful that any connection holds between
xecutive function and consciousness. For one thing, the adjust-
ng that occurs in executive function need not involve states
ith higher order intentional content. Such adjusting is often

ust a matter of resolving or eliminating conflicts among com-
eting or dissonant first-order desires and beliefs. That process
eed not involve any higher order monitoring of those first-order
tates; it can simply be a matter of causal interactions among
he first-order states themselves. As noted above, beliefs and
esires interact causally in ways that reflect their intentional
ontent, resulting in rational connections among those states.

hose same causal interactions, which reflect the intentional
ontent of the states, will also serve to iron out dissonance and
ompetition among beliefs and desires. Causal connections that
eflect the content of first-order beliefs and desires very likely
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uffice for rational adjustments and fine tuning among our beliefs
nd desires. Such adjustment doubtless often simply involves
competition among mutually dissonant first-order beliefs and
esires, in which the winners are those that already have stronger
ausal ties to other first-order states. No higher order states are
eeded.

There is a second reason to question whether the beliefs and
esires on which executive function operates have to be con-
cious. Even if executive processing does, sometimes involve
tates with higher order content, those states may not be the
ind needed for the relevant first-order states to be conscious.
or a state to be conscious, the relevant HOT must have the
ontent that one is in that state. But the higher order states that
ight occur in executive processing need not have that content.
hose higher order states might simply register occurrences of
onflict or dissonance among particular first-order states, and
ndicate possible compensatory adjustments. And the content of
he metacognitive states might do that without explicitly rep-
esenting that one is in any first-order state. The metacognitive
tate might simply have the content that a first-order state with
ome particular content conflicts with other beliefs, and that a
tate with a particular alternative content would not so conflict.
he metacognitive state would play its adjusting role by refer-

ing to the state without explicitly representing that one is in that
tate.

Similar considerations apply to a proposal by Rolls (2004,
005) of a type of HOT theory on which the HOTs enable one
o correct errors in multistep chains of reasoning. A mistaken
tep in such a multistep chain, Rolls argues, can be located only
y means of HOTs about each of the steps in that chain. This
ocating, he further argues, requires that those HOTs represent
he syntactic ties among steps in such chains. Rolls concludes
hat HOTs, and hence the consciousness of psychological states,
ave a function that links them to rationality. Such correcting
nd adjusting of multistep chains of inference is, moreover, akin
o the adjusting that occurs in executive function. But Rolls’s
rgument involves specific appeal to the locating of erroneous
teps in chains of reasoning and the syntactic character of the
OTs he argues would be required to do that.
But if a step in a multistep chain of reasoning is erroneous,

hat step will by itself likely result in some first-order disso-
ance with other antecedent beliefs. That dissonance will serve
o locate the error, and so make possible the adjusting of the mul-
istep chain at that point. Interactions among first-order states
hat reflect the intentional content of those states can iron out
rrors independently of any higher order monitoring, and hence
ndependently of those first-order states’ being conscious.

Rolls argues that the need for HOTs to locate erroneous steps
ertains only to multistep chains of reasoning, and not to sim-
le inferences. But Dijksterhuis (2004) and Dijksterhuis et al.
2006) seem to show the opposite. Their finding was that multi-
tep deliberating is more effective when it occurs without being
onscious, but that conscious deliberating is often more effective

n making simple choices.

Dijksterhuis et al. find that when multistep reasoning involves
he explicit application of rules, for example, the working out of
rithmetic sums, the reasoning is more efficient when it is con-
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cious. So perhaps the consciousness of psychological states
as a function at least in these cases. But the success of such
easoning is likely not due to its being conscious; rather the
fficiency and consciousness likely both result from another
actor.

Some rules, such as those which govern arithmetic sums, are
ypically learned by applying them verbally. Since one learns
he rules by verbally applying them, their application will be

ore efficient when it is verbalized. The thoughts that occur in
pplying the rules most efficiently are expressed verbally. More-
ver, verbally expressed thoughts are, at least in the human case,
onscious. whenever we say anything, the thought we thereby
xpress is conscious.

Rule-governed reasoning is more efficient when it is verbal-
zed, and in the human case verbally expressed thoughts are
onscious. But the increased efficiency need not on that account
e due to the thoughts’ being conscious; rather the efficiency
nd consciousness of the reasoning are likely both due simply
o the verbalizing.

Saying something has the same pragmatic force as saying
hat one thinks that thing; saying that it is raining, for example,
s pragmatically interchangeable with saying that one thinks that
t is raining. So whenever one says that it is raining, therefore,
ne could as easily have said that one thinks that it is raining.
ut the second assertion expressed a HOT that one thinks that

t is raining. Since one would as easily have said that, the HOT
ust itself have been available to be expressed. Whenever one

ays anything at all, one has a HOT about the thought expressed
y what one says. So whenever one says anything, the thought
ne thereby expresses is conscious (Rosenthal, 2005, ch. 10).
erbalizing rules enhances the efficiency of the application, and
erbalizing thoughts results in their being conscious. It is the
erbalizing that is responsible for both the consciousness and
fficiency.

Two other hypotheses about the function of consciousness
an be considered briefly. Nisbett and Wilson (1977; cf. Wilson
t al., 1989, 1995) show that subjects sometimes confabulate
esires and beliefs that would make their behavior appear ratio-
al to themselves and others. The HOT hypothesis fits well with
hose results. On that theory, subjects in these cases have HOTs
hat represent them as having beliefs or desires that they do not
ctually have. Since subjects believe their confabulations, these
onfabulatory HOTs might themselves influence their subse-
uent thinking; these HOTs might therefore play a significant
ole in one’s thinking. (I owe this suggestion to Zoltán Dienes,
n correspondence.) But the apparent goal of such confabula-
ion is to make one’s first-order states seem more well-founded,
ither by one’s own lights or those of others, and this is typically
n ephemeral matter, with little impact on one’s thoughts and
esires.

A different type of function of consciousness is sometimes
uggested in connection with psychoanalytic theory. Psycho-
nalysis is said to ameliorate neurosis by a process in which

roubling unconscious desires become conscious. So their being
onscious might function to relieve neurosis. But neurotic symp-
oms are said on that model to result not from desires’ failing
o be conscious, but from their having been repressed (Freud,
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957). Amelioration results from the undoing of repression, not
imply from the desires’ coming to be conscious.

A higher order theory of consciousness predicts that the con-
ciousness of psychological states would be minimal, to little
o sustain selective pressures needed for an evolutionary expla-
ation of consciousness. The major function is carried by the
rst-order states, and the benefit of higher order states, if any,
ould be minimal relative to that of the first-order states. But

he foregoing considerations that point to a minimal function for
sychological states’ being conscious are independent of any
igher order theory. Since those considerations independently
ustain a prediction that higher order theories make, they lend
upport to such theories.

An alternative to higher order theories advanced by Dretske
1995, ch. 4; cf. 1993)holds that a state is conscious simply if
ne is conscious of something in virtue of being in that state;
o awareness of the state itself is needed. So on this theory,
he function of a state’s being conscious is simply the ordinary
unction of an organism’s being conscious of things, which is
ery substantial (Dretske, 1997)(1995, ch. 4; 1997).

Since all perceiving results in one’s being conscious of the
hings perceived, Dretske’s theory seems to dictates that per-
eiving is always conscious. This conflicts with robust findings
bout blindsight (Cowey & Stoerig, 1995; Weiskrantz, 1986,
995, 1997, 1998) and masked priming (Marcel, 1983a, 1983b),
mong many others. Dretske (2006, 167–176) seeks to meet this
ifficulty by urging that perceiving is conscious only if one can
ite one’s perceiving as a justifying reason for doing something.
ubjects cannot do that when the perceiving is subliminal.

But this modification of the theory tacitly reintroduces the
achinery of higher order theories. To cite something is to

xpress a thought one has about that thing. The ability to cite
ne’s perceiving requires that one be conscious of the perceiv-
ng. So if that ability to cite is necessary for the perceiving to be
onscious, as Dretske suggests, the perceiving is conscious only
f one is conscious of it, as a higher order theory requires.

. Why are any psychological states conscious?

On the HOT theory, psychological states are conscious in
irtue of being accompanied by distinct, occurrent HOTs that
epresent the individual as being in those first-order states.
arruthers (2000, 221–222, 225) has argued that it is unlikely

hat organisms would have evolved to have occurrent HOTs.
istinct, occurrent HOTs would so be costly in cognitive and
eural overhead, he urges, that some powerful adaptive value
ould have been needed for them to have evolved. He concludes

hat the consciousness of psychological states must be due not
o occurrent HOTs, but merely to a disposition for such HOTs
o occur.

Carruthers assumes that the occurrence of actual HOTs would
oughly double the demand on cortical capacity. But it is unclear
hat that is so. And whatever the cognitive and neural overhead of

istinct HOTs, biological processes with little adaptive value do
ometimes arise and become widespread without being adaptive
Gould & Vrba, 1982), occasionally even at some cost to the
rganism.
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In any case, the dispositional theory that Carruthers offers
annot explain consciousness (Rosenthal, 2004, §4). For one
hing, it cannot implement TP; since being disposed to have a
hought about something does not make one conscious of that
hing, merely being disposed to have a HOT about a state would
ot make one conscious of that state. Nor is it clear that the cost
n cortical overhead of being disposed to have HOTs would be
ignificantly less than the cost of having actual HOTs.

It is important to understand why some psychological states
re conscious (Weiskrantz, 1997, ch. 7). But an evolutionary
xplanation is not the only possibility. Though many psycho-
ogical states and processes confer significant benefit on the
rganism and may therefore have evolved in response to suit-
ble selection pressures, it is by no means obvious that that is
o for all significant psychological states and processes. Some
tates and processes may arise not because they afford repro-
uctive or other advantage, but because they are by-products of
sychological processes already in place. Given the difficulty of
nding any credible function for the consciousness of psycho-

ogical states, it is likely that such consciousness arises in that
econd way.

The HOT theory suggests just such an explanation. That
xplanation proceeds differently for the case of qualitative psy-
hological states, such as perceptions and sensations (Rosenthal,
005, pp. 218–219), and nonqualitative states, such as thoughts,
esires, and intentions (Rosenthal, 2005, pp. 303–305; slightly
evised in what follows). In keeping with the foregoing discus-
ion, I restrict attention to nonqualitative, intentional states.

An organism cannot have HOTs about psychological states
nless it has a concept of those states that characterizes them in
he way relevant to HOTs. To have HOTs about thoughts and
esires, the organism must have a concept of a state that has
ntentional content.

Thoughts, desires, and other intentional states are states that
re expressed by the things we say as well as by various forms of
onverbal behavior; in each case the state expressed causes the
elevant verbal and nonverbal behavior (Rosenthal, 2005, ch. 3).
ny creatures capable of speech must have thoughts and desires

hat are expressed by the things they say, though many creatures
oubtless have thoughts and desires but lack any concept of those
tates.

One way that creatures might come to have concept of
houghts and desires is by positing such states as the causes
f their verbal and nonverbal behavior. They would conceive of
esires as inner causes of much nonverbal behavior, and thoughts
s inner causes of ordinary assertions. These inner states would
e folk-theoretic posits, common among curious, prescientific
eoples.

We individuate the things we say by their meanings. So the
nternal folk-theoretic posits that cause verbal behavior must
hemselves differ in ways that parallel differences of meaning.
ince the intentional contents of thoughts and desires corre-
ponds to the meanings of the things we say, inner states with

roperties that parallel differences of meaning are inner states
ith intentional content. To posit such states is for therefore

o develop the concept of inner states with intentional content
Sellars, 1963, pp. 46–59).
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Occasionally we consciously infer our own thoughts and
esires from self-observation or theory. But because we are
eldom aware of those thoughts and desires in a way that is
ubjectively unmediated, the inferred thoughts and desires are
arely conscious. Creatures that have posited such inner states to
xplain their verbal and nonverbal behavior would ascribe those
tates not only to others, but also to themselves, by inferring
rom their own behavior.

Those inferences would not be conscious, since these crea-
ures have as yet no HOTs about intentional states. Still,
houghts and desires these creatures infer themselves to have
ill not be conscious. Those their inferences are not con-

cious, they rely on no on conscious observations of their
wn behavior, since perceiving comes to be conscious inde-
endently of nonqualitative states, such as thoughts and desires
Rosenthal, 2005, pp. 218–219). And inference from conscious
elf-observation prevents the resulting awareness from being
ubjectively unmediated. These creatures awareness of their own
houghts and desires will be on a par with their awareness that
thers are in those states.

As these curious, proto-theoretical creatures become prac-
iced in inferring from their verbal and nonverbal behavior to
houghts and desires that their behavior expresses, their inferring
ould become relatively automatic. So it might even some-

imes rely on self-observation that is not conscious. The resulting
wareness of their own thoughts and desires would be subjec-
ively unmediated, and the self-ascribed thoughts and desires
ould thus be conscious.
Sometimes, moreover, these creatures will be merely dis-

osed to say something without actually saying it. And once
he inference to their own thoughts and desires becomes suf-
ciently automatic, simply being disposed to say something
ould by itself, and independently of any inference whatever,
rompt a HOT about the thought that saying that thing would
ave expressed. Since these HOTs would again be subjectively
nmediated, the self-ascribed intentional states would be con-
cious. These creatures would have come to have the very HOTs
hat result in the consciousness of thoughts and desires.

The foregoing sketch of how creatures with particular linguis-
ic abilities would be likely to come to have HOTs about their
houghts and desires makes no appeal to selective advantage or
ther benefit that such HOTs might confer. Subjectively unmedi-
ted HOTs are prompted by nonconscious observations and by
ispositions to express first-order thoughts and desires. The dis-
ositions and nonconscious observations themselves benefit the
rganism, but there is no added benefit conferred by the result-
ng HOTs. Rather, creatures that develop folk-theories about the
nternal causes of their verbal and nonverbal behavior will likely
nd up not only ascribing thoughts and desires to themselves,
ventually in a way that results in those states’ being con-
cious. It is reasonable to speculate that this process lies behind
he human ability to have HOTs about our own thoughts and
esires.
Thoughts about one’s own thoughts and desires initially occur
y inferring in a folk-theoretical way from conscious obser-
ations of one’s own behavior. These inferences do serve a
seful purpose, since they give rise to a general theory of mind,
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hich in turn enables and enhances elaborate social interaction
Carruthers, 2000, 225; Whiten & Byrne, 1997).

But the thoughts that occur in applying a theory of mind
o oneself need not be the type that results in the self-ascribed
tates’ being conscious. One can apply a theory of mind to one-
elf by having thoughts about one’s own psychological states
hat rely on consciously observed behavior and body language.
ince such thoughts do not result in subjectively unmediated
wareness of one’s own states, those states will not be conscious.

But subjectively immediacy confers no added benefit. The
houghts that self-ascribe beliefs and desires on the basis of
onscious self-observation would facilitate all the relevant social
urposes. Subjectively unmediated awareness might occur more
apidly and more often, but subjectively immediacy itself adds
o additional function. Self-ascription of thoughts and desires,
oreover, would have already had to be very good for creatures

o come to have subjectively unmediated HOTs, further under-
ining the possibility that such HOTs could add any significant

enefit to that already in place. The consciousness of thoughts
nd desires builds on a process that facilitates social interactions
ithout those states’ being conscious.
Nonlinguistic animals have many thoughts and desires, which

hey express in their nonverbal behavior. So one might expect
hat nonlinguistic animals could infer from such nonverbal
ehavior to the thoughts and desires that behavior expresses. (I
m grateful to Chris Frith, personal communication, for pressing
his possibility.) Still, it is unlikely that nonlinguistic animals
ill be sufficiently sophisticated conceptually to infer from

heir behavior to internal states that cause that behavior. The
olk-theoretic inference from behavior to inner states will occur
nly in creatures with fairly elaborate conceptual abilities, abil-
ties of the sort that very likely only develop with language
se.

Pretheoretic intuition and experimental findings both suggest
hat the perceptions of nonlinguistic animals are often conscious
e.g., Cowey & Stoerig, 1995). And nonlinguistic doubtless also
ave many thoughts and desires. But there is little reason to
hink that the thoughts and desires of nonlinguistic animals are
lso conscious. Pretheoretic intuition is arguably silent about
hat question, and there are no experimental findings that bear
n it.

In any case, since the perceptions and sensations of nonlin-
uistic creatures are often conscious, an explanation is needed
f how those states come to be conscious, an explanation
hat is independent of language. The HOT theory suggests an
xplanation that appeals to perceptual error and to the con-
eptual connection between the mental qualities that occur in
erceiving and the physical properties that perceiving makes
vailable (Rosenthal, 2005, pp. 218–219). Like the explanation
ust sketched for the consciousness of thoughts and desires, the
xplanation for conscious perceiving proceeds independently
f any benefit that the relevant HOTs might confer. But that is
eyond the scope of this discussion, which has been limited to

urely intentional states, such as thoughts and desires.

Still, it should not be surprising that the factors that lead
o qualitative states’ being conscious would differ from those
esponsible for the widespread consciousness in humans of
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houghts and desires. Indeed, the need for independent expla-
ations may help explain our divergent pretheoretic intuitions
bout the two kinds of consciousness. We intuitively regard the
onsciousness of qualitative states as somehow more basic than
hat of purely intentional states, even to holding that the con-
ciousness of qualitative states is intrinsic to those states. This
s unsurprising given that language is needed for the conscious-
ess of intentional states, but not the consciousness qualitative
tates.

But even if the need for two kinds of explanation explains
he appeal of those intuitions, they do not support them. Since
oth explanations appeal to HOTs, there is no difference in what
t is for intentional and qualitative states to be conscious. The
ifference is simply in the process that leads to the consciousness
f the two kinds of state.

. Summary

The consciousness of thoughts, desires, and volitions adds
ittle if any benefit for rational thinking, intentional action,
xecutive function, or complex reasoning. Nonetheless, an
xplanation is available of why those states are often conscious
hat makes no appeal to beneficial effects or evolutionary adap-
ive value.
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